Items Currently On Reserve

Administrative Law

Course: LAWS 46101-01

Strauss, David A.

Administrative law and regulatory policy :problems, text, and cases /Stephen G. Breyer, Richard B. Stewart, Cass R. Sunstein, Adrian

XXKF5402.A4B742 2017 c.2

Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/11308719

Administrative law and regulatory policy :problems, text, and cases /Stephen G. Breyer, Richard B. Stewart, Cass R. Sunstein, Adrian

XXKF5402.A4B742 2017 c.1

Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/11308719
Anthropology and Law

Fennell, Christopher

Between law and culture :relocating legal studies /David Theo Goldberg, Michael Musheno, and Lisa C. Bower, editors.

Amsterdam, Anthony G.

Minding the law /Anthony G. Amsterdam, Jerome Bruner.

Conley, John

Just words :law, language, and power /John M. Conley, William M. O'Barr, and Robin Conley Riner.
Antitrust Law

Picker, Randal C.

Melamed, A. Douglas, author.  
Antitrust law and trade regulation : cases and materials / A. Douglas Melamed, Randal C. Picker, Philip J. Weiser, Diane P. Wood

XXKF1609.M453 2018 c. 4  
Item Available on Reserve  
24 Hr Loan

Melamed, A. Douglas, author.  
Antitrust law and trade regulation : cases and materials / A. Douglas Melamed, Randal C. Picker, Philip J. Weiser, Diane P. Wood

XXKF1609.M453 2018 c.5  
Item Available on Reserve  
24 Hr Loan

Melamed, A. Douglas, author.  
Antitrust law and trade regulation : cases and materials / A. Douglas Melamed, Randal C. Picker, Philip J. Weiser, Diane P. Wood

XXKF1609.M453 2018 c.1  
Item Available on Reserve  
4 Hr Loan

Melamed, A. Douglas, author.  
Antitrust law and trade regulation : cases and materials / A. Douglas Melamed, Randal C. Picker, Philip J. Weiser, Diane P. Wood

XXKF1609.M453 2018 c.2  
Item Available on Reserve  
4 Hr Loan
Civil Rights Clinic: Police Accountability

Course: LAWS 90913-01

Futterman, Craig

Police misconduct :law and litigation.

XXKF1307.P65 c.1 2017/2018

Police misconduct :law and litigation.

XXKF1307.P65 c.1 2017/2018

Michael Avery, David Rudovsky, Karen Blum, Jennifer

Police Misconduct: Law and Litigation

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/4774374

Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/4774374

Item Available on Electronic Reserves
Civil Rights Litigation in the Child Welfare Context: How A

Redleaf, Diane

Bernstein, Nina.
The lost children of Wilder : the epic struggle to change foster care / Nina Bernstein.

Bernstein, Nina.
The lost children of Wilder : the epic struggle to change foster care / Nina Bernstein.

Bernstein, Nina.
The lost children of Wilder : the epic struggle to change foster care / Nina Bernstein.

Guggenheim, Martin.
What's wrong with children's rights / Martin Guggenheim. [ebook]

Guggenheim, Martin.
What's wrong with children's rights? / Martin Guggenheim.

Guggenheim, Martin.
What's wrong with children's rights? / Martin Guggenheim.
Guggenheim, Martin.  
What's wrong with children's rights? /Martin Guggenheim.  
HQ789.G78 2005 c.4  
Item Available on Reserve  24 Hr Loan

Guggenheim, Martin.  
What's wrong with children's rights? /Martin Guggenheim.  
HQ789.G78 2005 c.1  
Item Available on Reserve  4 Hr Loan

Lee, Tina,1976-author.  
Catching a case :inequality and fear in New York City's child welfare system /Tina Lee.  
HV743.N48 L44 2016 c.1  
Item Available on Reserve  4 Hr Loan

Redleaf, Diane  
They took the kids last night :how the child protection system puts families at risk /Diane L. Redleaf.  
How the Child Protection System Puts Families at Risk  
XXKFI1767.C5R453 2018 c.1  
Item Available on Reserve  4 Hr Loan

Roberts, Dorothy E.,1956-  
Shattered bonds :the color of child welfare /Dorothy Roberts.  
HV741 .R62 2002 c.1  
Item Available on Reserve  4 Hr Loan

Roberts, Dorothy E.,1956-  
Shattered bonds :the color of child welfare /Dorothy Roberts.  
HV741 .R62 2002 c.2  
Item Available on Reserve  4 Hr Loan

Wexler, Richard,1953-  
Wounded innocents :the real victims of the war against child abuse /Richard Wexler.  
HV8079.C46W480 1990 c.1  
Item Available on Reserve  4 Hr Loan
Communications and Advocacy for Lawyers

Course: LAWS 53398-01

Nagorsky, Marsha

Duarte, Nancy.

HBR guide to persuasive presentations /Nancy Duarte.

HF5718.22 .D817 2012 c.1

Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

Duarte, Nancy.

HBR guide to persuasive presentations /Nancy Duarte.

HF5718.22.D817 2012 c.2

Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan
Contract Drafting and Review

Neal, Joan E.

Drafting contracts: how and why lawyers do what they do /Tina L. Stark, Visiting Professor, Fordham University School of Law.

XXKF807.S73 2014 c.1 Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

Drafting contracts: how and why lawyers do what they do /Tina L. Stark, Visiting Professor, Fordham University School of Law.

XXKF807.S73 2014 c.2 Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

Drafting contracts: how and why lawyers do what they do /Tina L. Stark, Visiting Professor, Fordham University School of Law.

XXKF807.S73 2014 c.3 Item Available on Reserve 24 Hr Loan
Corporate Criminal Prosecutions and Investigations  

Boutros, Andrew

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/11866398

From baksheesh to bribery : understanding the global fight against corruption and graft / edited by T. Markus Funk and Andrew S.

XXK5261.F76 2019 c.1 Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

O'Reilly, James T., 1947-author.

The ABA compliance officer's deskbook / James O'Reilly, Andrew Boutros, and Markus Funk, Authors.

XXKF1422.O74 2016 c.1 Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan
Criminal Law

Rappaport, John

Kadish, Sanford H., author. Criminal law and its processes: cases and materials /Sanford H. Kadish (late Alexander F. and May T. Morrison Professor of Law, XXKF9218.K32 2017 c.1

Kadish, Sanford H., author. Criminal law and its processes: cases and materials /Sanford H. Kadish (late Alexander F. and May T. Morrison Professor of Law, XXKF9218.K32 2017 c.2
Critical Legal Studies vs. Law and Economics

Course: LAWS 51704-01

Hubbard, William

Critical race theory /edited by Kimberle Crenshaw ... [et al.].

XXKF4755.A75C70 1995 c.5

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/1754156

Critical race theory /edited by Kimberle Crenshaw ... [et al.].

XXKF4755.A75C70 1995 c.6

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/1754156

Critical race theory /edited by Kimberle Crenshaw ... [et al.].

XXKF4755.A75C70 1995 c.1a

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/1754156

Critical race theory /edited by Kimberle Crenshaw ... [et al.].

XXKF4755.A75C70 1995 c.4

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/9951183

Altman, Andrew, 1950-

Critical legal studies : a liberal critique / Andrew Altman.

XXK230.A447C750 1990 c.1

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/1018030

Page 22
Altman, Andrew, 1950-
Critical legal studies: a liberal critique / Andrew Altman.

Delgado, Richard, author.
Critical race theory: an introduction / Richard Delgado and Jean Stefancic; foreword by Angela Harris.

Kelman, Mark
A guide to critical legal studies / Mark Kelman.
Kelman, Mark
A guide to critical legal studies /Mark Kelman.
XXK230.K43G850 1987 c.4
Awaiting Reserves Processing for Upcoming Quart

Kelman, Mark
A guide to critical legal studies /Mark Kelman.
XXK230.K43G850 1987 c.2
Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

Roithmayr, Daria, author.
Reproducing racism :how everyday choices lock in white advantage /Daria Roithmayr.
E184.A1 R4467 2014 c.2
Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

Roithmayr, Daria, author.
Reproducing racism :how everyday choices lock in white advantage /Daria Roithmayr.
E184.A1 R4467 2014 c.3
Awaiting Reserves Processing for Upcoming Quart

Rosenberg, Gerald
The hollow hope :can courts bring about social change? /Gerald N. Rosenberg.
XXKF8700.R66 2008 c.4
Item Available on Reserve 24 Hr Loan

Rosenberg, Gerald
The hollow hope :can courts bring about social change? /Gerald N. Rosenberg.
XXKF8700.R66 2008 c.2
Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

Rosenberg, Gerald
The hollow hope :can courts bring about social change? /Gerald N. Rosenberg.
XXKF8700.R66 2008 c.3
Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan
Ethics for Transactional Lawyers

Neal, Joan E.

Confidence games : lawyers, accountants, and the tax shelter industry / Tanina Rostain and Milton C. Regan, Jr. [ebook]

Item Available on Electronic Reserves

Eat what you kill :the fall of a Wall Street lawyer /Milton C. Regan, Jr. [ebook]

Item Available on Electronic Reserves

Model rules of professional conduct and other selected standards including California and New York rules on professional responsibility.

XXKF305.A29M63 c.1 2019 Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/11774016

Model rules of professional conduct and other selected standards including California and New York rules on professional responsibility.

XXKF305.A29M63 c.2 2019 Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

Regan, Milton C.

Eat what you kill :the fall of a Wall Street lawyer /Milton C. Regan, Jr.

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/5373490

Rostain, Tanina.

Confidence games :lawyers, accountants, and the tax shelter industry /Tanina Rostain and Milton C. Regan, Jr.

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/10119979

HJ4653.T38R67 2014 c.1 Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

Page 26
Ben-Shahar, Omri
McWilliams, James E.

Just food: where locavores get it wrong and how we can truly eat responsibly / James E. McWilliams.

GT2850 .M375 2009 c.1  Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan
Flores, Claudia M.


XXK3240.3.H465 2009 c.4 Item Available on Reserve 24 Hr Loan


XXK3240.3.H465 2009 c.3 Item Available on Reserve 24 Hr Loan


XXK3240.3.H465 2009 c.1 Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan


XXK3240.3.H465 2009 c.2 Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan
Introduction to Law and Economics

Dharmapala, Dhammika


http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/10906861


http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/3299923

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/3299923

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/3299923

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/3299923

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/3299923

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/3299923

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/3299923

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/3299923

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/3299923
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Is Our Constitution Undemocratic?

Our undemocratic constitution: where the constitution goes wrong (and how we the people can correct it) / Sanford Levinson.

Levinson, Sanford, 1941-
Our undemocratic constitution: where the constitution goes wrong (and how we the people can correct it) / Sanford Levinson.

XXKF4552 .L484 2006 c.1
Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

Levinson, Sanford, 1941-
Our undemocratic constitution: where the constitution goes wrong (and how we the people can correct it) / Sanford Levinson.

XXKF4552 .L484 2006 c.2
Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan
Avratin, Josh


XXKF801.A7Z37 2011 c.3 Item Available on Reserve 24 Hr Loan


XXKF801.A7Z37 2011 c.4 Item Available on Reserve 24 Hr Loan


XXKF801.A7Z37 2011 c.3 Item Available on Reserve 24 Hr Loan


XXKF801.A7Z37 2011 c.2 Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan


XXKF801.A7Z37 2011 c.1 Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan


XXKF801.A7Z37 2011 c.1 Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan
Labor Law in the Gig, Fissured, and Automated Economy

Course: LAWS 53296-01

Andrias, Kate

Weil, David, 1961-

The fissured workplace: why work became so bad for so many and what can be done to improve it /David Weil.

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/10087349

HD8066.W44 2014 c.1

Awaiting Reserves Processing for Upcoming Quart
| Barry, Patrick J.(Patrick James), 1980- Good with words :writing and editing /Patrick Barry. |
| PN145.B377 2019 c.3 | Item Available on Reserve | 4 Hr Loan |
| Barry, Patrick J.(Patrick James), 1980- Good with words :writing and editing /Patrick Barry. |
| PN145.B377 2019 c.4 | Item Available on Reserve | 24 Hr Loan |
| Barry, Patrick J.(Patrick James), 1980- Good with words :writing and editing /Patrick Barry. |
| PN145.B377 2019 c.1 | Item Available on Reserve | 4 Hr Loan |
| Barry, Patrick J.(Patrick James), 1980- Good with words :writing and editing /Patrick Barry. |
| PN145.B377 2019 c.4 | Item Available on Reserve | 24 Hr Loan |
| Barry, Patrick J.(Patrick James), 1980- Good with words :writing and editing /Patrick Barry. |
| PN145.B377 2019 c.4 | Item Available on Reserve | 24 Hr Loan |
| Barry, Patrick J.(Patrick James), 1980- Good with words :writing and editing /Patrick Barry. |
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Easterbrook, Frank H.

Breyer, Stephen G., 1938-
Active liberty : interpreting our democratic Constitution / Stephen Breyer.

Breyer, Stephen G., 1938-
Active liberty : interpreting our democratic Constitution / Stephen Breyer.

Eskridge, William N., Jr., 1951-
Dynamic statutory interpretation / William N. Eskridge, Jr.

Eskridge, William N., Jr., 1951-
Dynamic statutory interpretation / William N. Eskridge, Jr.

Eskridge, William N., Jr., 1951-
Dynamic statutory interpretation / William N. Eskridge, Jr.

Eskridge, William N., Jr., 1951-
Dynamic statutory interpretation / William N. Eskridge, Jr.

Eskridge, William N., Jr., 1951-
Dynamic statutory interpretation / William N. Eskridge, Jr.

Eskridge, William N., Jr., 1951-
Dynamic statutory interpretation / William N. Eskridge, Jr.

Eskridge, William N., Jr., 1951-
Dynamic statutory interpretation / William N. Eskridge, Jr.

Eskridge, William N., Jr., 1951-
Dynamic statutory interpretation / William N. Eskridge, Jr.

Eskridge, William N., Jr., 1951-
Dynamic statutory interpretation / William N. Eskridge, Jr.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Availability</th>
<th>Loan Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kripke, Saul A.</td>
<td>Wittgenstein on rules and private language: an elementary exposition</td>
<td>B3376.W7Z7K92 c.6</td>
<td>Item Available</td>
<td>4 Hr Loan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kripke, Saul A.</td>
<td>Wittgenstein on rules and private language: an elementary exposition</td>
<td>B3376.W7Z7K92 c.7</td>
<td>Item Available</td>
<td>24 Hr Loan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kripke, Saul A.</td>
<td>Wittgenstein on rules and private language: an elementary exposition</td>
<td>B3376.W7Z7K92 c.8</td>
<td>Item Available</td>
<td>24 Hr Loan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Barry, Patrick J. (Patrick James), 1980-
Good with words: writing and editing / Patrick Barry.

PN145.B377 2019 c.1

Barry, Patrick J. (Patrick James), 1980-
Good with words: writing and editing / Patrick Barry.

PN145.B377 2019 c.3

Barry, Patrick J. (Patrick James), 1980-
Good with words: writing and editing / Patrick Barry.

PN145.B377 2019 c.4

Barry, Patrick J. (Patrick James), 1980-
Good with words: writing and editing / Patrick Barry.

PN145.B377 2019 c.5

Barry, Patrick J. (Patrick James), 1980-
Good with words: writing and editing / Patrick Barry.

PN145.B377 2019 c.6
Oil and Gas Law

Helmholz, Richard H.

Manual of oil and gas terms /by Howard R. Williams and Charles J. Meyers.

Martin, Patrick H., author.

The law of oil and gas : cases and materials /Patrick H. Martin, Campanile Professor of Mineral Law, Emeritus, Louisiana State

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/8952173

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/11344038
Pretrial Litigation: Strategy and Advocacy

Fields, Barry

Haydock, Roger S., author.

Fundamentals of pretrial litigation / Roger S. Haydock, David F. Herr, Jeffrey W. Stempel.

XXKF8900.H4332 2016 c.1

Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/11703326
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Course: LAWS 41016-01</th>
<th>Language: en</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Annotated model rules of professional conduct</td>
<td><a href="http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/11884940">http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/11884940</a></td>
<td>1001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The law governing lawyers :national rules, standards, statutes, and</td>
<td><a href="http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/6687396">http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/6687396</a></td>
<td>1001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>state lawyer codes.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annotated model rules of professional conduct</td>
<td><a href="http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/10328543">http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/10328543</a></td>
<td>1001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Bar Association.Standing Committee on Ethics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The law governing lawyers :national rules, standards, statutes, and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>state lawyer codes.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional responsibility :representing business organizations</td>
<td><a href="http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/10904533">http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/10904533</a></td>
<td>1001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional responsibility :representing business organizations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional responsibility :representing business organizations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional responsibility :representing business organizations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Property

Fennell, Lee A.

I-clicker[realia]

Clicker 1 c.1

Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/8464138

Fennell, Lee Anne, compiler.

Property I: revised custom edition / curated by Lee Fennell.

XXKF560.F459 2018 c.5

Item Available on Reserve 24 Hr Loan

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/11344732

Fennell, Lee Anne, compiler.

Property I: revised custom edition / curated by Lee Fennell.

XXKF560.F459 2018 c.1

Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/11344732
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Secured Transactions

Casey, Erin

Selected commercial statutes for secured transactions courses /advisory panel, Carol L. Chomsky, Christina L. Kunz, Elizabeth R.

XXKF879.A2 2019 c.1

Item Available on Reserve  4 Hr Loan

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/11962879

Selected commercial statutes for secured transactions courses /advisory panel, Carol L. Chomsky, Christina L. Kunz, Elizabeth R.

XXKF879.A2 2019 c.2

Item Available on Reserve  4 Hr Loan

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/11962879
Strategies and Processes of Negotiation

Wu, George

Chapter 2 - Preparation: what to do before negotiation - p.12-27
The mind and heart of the negotiator by Thompson, Leigh L., 5th ed.
Item Available on Electronic Reserves 4 Hr Loan

Chapter 6 - Credible commitments - p.142-167
Thinking strategically by Dixit, Avinashk and Natebuff, k Barry J.
Item Available on Electronic Reserves 4 Hr Loan

Mnookin, Robert H. and Ross, Lee
Chapter One - Introduction - p.2-24
Barriers to conflict resolution by Arrow, Kenneth J., et al
Item Available on Electronic Reserves 4 Hr Loan

Ralph L. Keeney and Howard Raiffa
Negotiation Analysis
Structuring and Analyzing Values for Multiple-Issue Negotiations
Item Available on Electronic Reserves 4 Hr Loan

Ralph L. Keeney and Howard Raiffa
Negotiation Analysis
Structuring and Analyzing Values for Multiple-Issue Negotiations
Item Available on Electronic Reserves 4 Hr Loan

Ury, William
Getting past no: negotiating with difficult people /William Ury.
http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/1239157
BF637.N4U790 1991 c.1a Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

Page 66
The Interbellum Constitution: Union, Commerce, and Slave Laws

Course: LAWS 53282-01

Lacroix, Alison


Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

Daniel Walker Howe


Item Available on Electronic Reserves

Howe, Daniel

Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

Urofsky, Melvin I.

*A march of liberty: a constitutional history of the United States* /Melvin I. Urofsky, Paul Finkelman.
The Law and Psychology of Consumer Contracts

Course: LAWS 57504-01

Furth-Matzkin, Meirav

The Oxford handbook of behavioral economics and the law


BF441.J9 c.2
In Stacks Searching


BF441.J9 c.7
In Stacks Searching


BF441.J9 c.6
Waiting Reserves Processing for Upcoming Quarter


BF441.J9 c.5
In Stacks Searching


BF441.J9 c.3
In Stacks Searching
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HB74.P8T53 2008 c.7</td>
<td>Awaiting Reserves Processing for Upcoming Quarter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB74.P8T53 2008 c.8</td>
<td>Awaiting Reserves Processing for Upcoming Quarter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB74.P8T53 2008 c.1</td>
<td>Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HB74.P8T53 2008 c.2</td>
<td>Awaiting Reserves Processing for Upcoming Quarter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>